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D.O.E. VEST (DISPLAY)
PRODUCT #: PC-DOE-COLOR
 
The D.O.E. vest Body Armor Carrier is constructed of 500D cordura brand fabrics, 
yielding a lightweight, durable material. The D.O.E. vest system consists of a Front 
body that has a top load armor plate pocket sized to fi t a ESAPI cut plate generously 
for easy insertion/removal. On the front of the carrier is an admin pocket, ID winow 
and fl ashlight pocket. On the sides of the admin pocket are vertical slots for coms 
mic. Across the front of the vest there are 4 M4 mag hardside pouches with bungee 
retention on the top. In front of the M4 pouches there is a single 9mm magazine 
pouch with bungee retention on that as well. Located on either side of the vest are 
pouches created for a radio, in front of the radio pockets are cuff pouches. The inside 
of the vest is mesh for breathability and comfort.

The D.O.E. vest features large adjustable padded shoulder straps. The back of the vest 
is made from mesh for light weight and breathability in the absence of a rear plate. 
The rear of the vest features MOLLE attachment as well as a tubular webbing drag 
strap. Elastic waist bands are provided in two sizes for a more custom fi t.

FEATURES

›  Consists of front and back carrier with 

shoulder pads and elastic cummerbund

›  Unisex design

›  Holds hard plates or soft armor panels

›  Top load plate pocket allows for easy access 

and insertion of plates.

›  Able to hold up to maximum 

tolerance ESAPI/ESBI plates

›  SR buckles at the sides offer 

easy donning and doffi ng

›  Elastic, adjustable belly 

band in S/M and L/XL

›  Adjustable shoulder straps 

for proper fi t with large 

adjustable shoulder pads.

Colors:

NEW!

BLACK 500D SOL DYED 
COYOTE 498




